How Draftable's API Is Being
Used To Automate Thousands
Of Legislation Comparisons

“Draftable is incredible. They’ve enabled our users to
instantly and intuitively compare tiny amendments to
thousands of pages of legislation — all with an API that
integrates directly into our existing software.”
— CEO of Legislation Tracking Company

WHAT DRAFTABLE PROVIDED

Cutting-edge
legislation comparison
API
Lightning-fast and accurate
comparisons
Internal sharing for
collaboration
Intuitive UI, no training needed
Enterprise-grade API with
end-to-end encryption

THE CLIENT’S RESULTS

Automated analysis of
1000+ bills per year
Rapid scanning of 700+
actions every year
Quick pinpointing of
amendment changes
Thousands of hours of
manual review saved

THE CLIENT:
US-based provider of state legislation review software

Industry:
Legislation
analysis

Location:
North Carolina

When lawmakers need instant
updates on bills in the General Assembly, they turn to a legislative
tracker that screens thousands of
pieces of state legislation each year.
The software saves legislators hours
of manual labor, by rapidly comparing
text substitutions with previous versions, and sending out keyword alerts
within 10 minutes of each change.

Representatives and grassroots activists can now catch amendment
changes that might otherwise slip
through the cracks — enabling them
to take immediate action on bills
that affect their communities, and
accomplish their legislative goals
more effectively.

Side-by-side bill
comparisons for end users
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THE CHALLENGE:
Automating the screening process for
thousands of pages of state legislation
Small changes to legislation can have a major impact. Committee
substitutes have a notorious reputation in US politics for a reason —
these small textual replacements are easy to miss, but their impact on
a bill can create statewide consequences.
What’s more, due to the fact that many bills are hundreds of pages
long, the review process often requires vast amounts of manual labor.
It can take hours for lawmakers to pore through every intricate piece of
legislation, in search of changes that may consist of just a few brief
sentences.
LegislationTrackingCo needed a dynamic, web-based solution that
would enable their users to easily compare new documents against
previous versions. Luckily, Draftable had a powerful API designed to
do exactly that.

“Draftable’s functionality has been a huge hit with our customers.
It was so easy to get up and running. Lawmakers and activists love
the keyword tracking, and the ability to compare amendment
changes side-by-side with just a few clicks.”
— CEO of Legislation Tracking Company
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DRAFTABLE’S SOLUTION:
An integrated API that enables rapid
review of key terms and bill status updates
LegislationTrackingCo loves Draftable’s solution — not only for its
functionality, but also for its speed of implementation. From initial inquiry to full launch, the onboarding process took less than a week.
Our API integrates directly into their internal legislation review software, and the company’s users make thousands of real-time comparison requests via our API. They can now easily communicate amendment changes to thousands of clients within 10 minutes of each bill
being posted on the General Assembly website.
Draftable has enabled differentiation from competitors by integrating
a professional document comparison solution directly into its platform. In fact, there is now a visual demonstration of Draftable on its
website, presenting our comparison capability as part of the platform’s core functionality.
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THE RESULT:
Side-by-side change comparisons on
700+ actions across 1000+ bills every year
Draftable’s API has streamlined the process of legislative review for
thousands of legislators. These lawmakers have used Draftable to
compare language on more than 700 legislative actions, across more
than 1,000 bills each year.
Since many of those bills are hundreds of pages long, and amendments
frequently consist of just a few lines, Draftable has helped save
thousands of hours of manual review for every week the state
legislature is in session.
And best of all, Draftable’s side-by-side comparisons make it easy for
legislators to quickly understand and adapt to amendment alterations,
empowering them to maximize their legislative effectiveness in the
General Assembly.
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Experience Draftable’s
state-of-the-art technology
and beautiful user interface.
By highlighting all changes and displaying
them side by side, Draftable makes for a
powerfully simple viewing experience.

Contact us at hello@draftable.com to get started!

